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The addictive, page turning saga of Alex and Jamie continue as they are in London on their

honeymoon in Book Four of the Best Selling Spy Series from Terry Toler.Everywhere they go,

terrorist attacks keep happening right in front of them. Knife attacks. Acid attacks. After the

fourth one, Alex begins to suspect that the notorious Pok may be behind them. From a remote

location in the middle east, Pok hacked into London's security camera system.He follows Alex

and Jamie everywhere they go springing terrorist attacks right in front of their eyes. Pok is

toying with them, as each attack increases with intensity until it will culminate in a dirty bomb to

be exploded at the Royal wedding just three short days away. London Police wonder why Alex

is present at every attack. They suspect he’s somehow involved and try to arrest him.Will they

succeed or will he elude capture and save the Queen, the target of the dirty bomb? This heart

pounding nonstop action thriller is what best-selling and award-winning author, Terry Toler, is

known for. Suspense. Intrigue. Mystery. Romance. And an ending you won’t see

coming.PRAISE FOR SAVE THE QUEEN“This book is destined to be another best seller for

Terry Toler.”“I love Alex and Jamie so much. I can’t get enough of them.”“Easy to read. Fast

paced. This series is a gem in the making.”“How does Toler do it? One creative plot line after

another.”Other Books in the Series:Save The GirlsThe IngenueSaving Sara (Finalist for 2021

Best Book Award for Thrillers and Adventure)No Girl Left BehindBody CountSave Me

TwiceThe LaunchPowerful EnemiesComing in 2022:Deadly GamesDon't Be CarefulCan't get

enough of Terry Toler books:The Eden StoriesThe Longest Day (Winner of 2020 Best Book

Award for Religious Fiction)The Reformation of MarsThe Late Great Planet Jupiter (Finalist for

2021 Best Book Award for Religious Fiction)Saturn: The Eden ExperimentThe Great Wall of

Ven-UsThe Mercury ProtocolsDo you like mysteries? Check out The Cliff Hangers

series:AnnaMr. & Mrs. PlattThe QuarterbackMacyBeHoldings PublishingClean Fiction with a

MessageTerry Toler can be followed at terrytoler.com.

About the AuthorCharles G. West lives in Ocala, Florida. His fascination with and respect for

the pioneers who braved the wild frontier of the great American West inspire him to devote his

full time to writing historical novels. 
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1222324252627282930313233343536371London TubeJamie saw the man before I did.“Alex,”

she whispered, “when you can, look at the man three seats ahead of us on the left. He’s acting

strange.”“We’re in England. I suspect we’ll see a lot of people acting strange on this trip.”Jamie

let out what seemed like an obligatory laugh but kept her steely demeanor. I’d seen it many

times on a mission. Seeing it on our honeymoon was something I’d hoped to avoid.Her

instincts were right, more often than not, so I did look more out of curiosity than anything

else.“What do you think?” she asked. “I think he might be a terrorist.”“We’re not on a mission,

Jamie,” I said. “I think you should relax.”“He’s wearing a jacket. It’s August. And ninety-five

degrees outside. Who wears a jacket in August unless they’re up to something?”That did cause

me to look more carefully. I studied the man to see if there were any signs that he had a bomb

strapped to his body. Even though he was wearing a jacket, it wouldn’t conceal the bulges of a

homemade bomb. Sticks of dynamite made obvious indentations pressing against a shirt, and

we were trained to spot them.After careful examination from a distance, I was convinced he

wasn’t carrying a bomb.“He’s sweating,” Jamie said.“He’s sweating because he’s wearing a

jacket.”“It’s more than that. His right hand is in the right pocket of the jacket. He hasn’t taken it

out the entire time since we got on.”“There could be any number of reasons for that. He could

have his wallet in his right coat pocket. Maybe he’s carrying drugs. Some important

papers.”Jamie let out a sigh. “You’re probably right. I’m being paranoid. The CIA report filled my

head with thoughts of knifings, acid attacks, and bombings. It’s easy to profile a man, just

because he’s Muslim.”Jamie had spent most of the flight from Washington D.C. to London

poring over the threat assessment report. That and griping about everything that went wrong at

our wedding.I wasn’t sure about the man, so I didn’t respond right away. He was acting

strangely. Nervous tics. Sweaty brow. Leaning forward in his seat. His hand firmly planted in his

pocket. All tell-tale signs of a terrorist. A quick scan of the subway car confirmed that there

weren’t any authorities nearby to notify.The car was three quarters full, and I did a quick

assessment of potential targets for a terrorist. To our immediate left, one row ahead sat a

woman with a child. The boy looked to be five or six years old. Further ahead, across from

suspicious guy, was an older couple. American. She was chatting away. He seemed to have

tuned her out. I wondered if that was what Jamie and I would be like fifty years from now. That

thought brought a smile to my face. We were already that way!The car was a target-rich

environment for a terrorist. But he didn’t have a bomb. Not much he could do with whatever he

had in his right pocket. At least, not on a large scale. I tried to tamp down the analysis and

clear my thoughts of him. Five minutes later, I hadn’t been successful.The suspicious man left

me with a nagging feeling inside which was always what I relied on in the field. I wanted to let it

go but couldn’t. I finally figured out why. One final tell was clearly bothering me. The man was

staring straight ahead. Avoiding eye contact with anyone. Even though I was purposefully

staring at him, he didn’t look my way at all. Like he was forcing himself to keep his eyes fixed

on a target ahead of him. Like he knew me and didn’t want me to know he was targeting

us.Why would a man on a London subway car be targeting us? That was beyond what my

mind could possibly imagine. No one knew we were in London, not even Brad, our CIA handler.

If the man was randomly targeting us, then why me. I was the biggest guy on the subway car.

By far.“I can’t wait until we get to the hotel,” Jamie said, bringing me back to reality.“Me either,”

I replied. My heart skipped a beat at the thought of finally being alone with my wife. Although,

I wasn’t sure if she was thinking the same thing I was thinking. Right after the wedding, we had

to rush to the airport to catch our flight. We never had a “wedding night” per se.“I’m so tired, I’m

going right to bed.” Jamie let out a huge yawn.My heart sunk a couple inches in my chest as

her statement was explained. Clearly, I was going to have to wait a little longer to consummate



our marriage. We’d been married for nearly twenty-four hours and still hadn’t had sex. I had a

lifetime of lovemaking ahead of me, but for whatever reason, I was obsessed with the first

one.Maybe since I’d been thinking about it almost since the day we met. We mutually agreed to

wait until we were married. While I was glad we waited, I wasn’t glad we were waiting

now.Neither of us said anything for a good five minutes. Jamie finally broke the silence.“I know

I told the florist Tuesday,” Jamie said, picking up where she had left off on the plane. Griping

about the wedding. At least her mind was off suspicious guy.“We should just drop it. It doesn’t

matter now.”When we had arrived at the chapel for our wedding ceremony, there were no

flowers. Jamie called the florist. When she hung up the phone, she asked me, “What day did

we tell the florist to have our flowers? Today right?”“Yes,” I said reluctantly, not fully processing

the problem.“They have it down for tomorrow. Tomorrow we’ll be in London. I think I would

know my own wedding date.”“You told them today,” I said. “I remember.”“I have my something

blue. Something borrowed. I have a white dress. I have everything except my bouquet.” She’d

said each word passionately, for emphasis.“Another thing we don’t have is Curly. He’s not here

yet,” I said reluctantly, not wanting to upset her even more. “We can’t get married without

him.”Curly was the minister. I use the term loosely. Normally, he was ten minutes early to

everything. He was also our trainer at the CIA. Turns out he also had a license to marry people

that he got off the internet. While Jamie wanted a traditional wedding in a church, she didn’t

seem to mind that Curly wasn’t a real minister.“Did you tell Curly the right date?” Jamie had

asked.“Of course. I think I would know my own wedding date!”Curly never did show up. Turns

out he thought the wedding was for Wednesday as well. The associate pastor at the church

was there and reluctantly agreed to marry us. The thought of the ceremony brought a smile to

my face. Then I remembered what happened afterward.“I know I told the limo company

Tuesday,” I said angrily.The limo was to be a surprise for Jamie. A driver was to take us to the

airport to catch our flight. When we walked out of the church to leave for the airport, the car

was nowhere to be found. I called them. They insisted the reservation was for Wednesday.

I distinctly remember making the reservation for Tuesday, August 15th. Watson Community

Church. Two o’clock in the afternoon.It was all disconcerting. First the flowers. Then the

minister. And finally, the limo. We were bewildered as to how all three important parts of our

wedding got messed up.Twenty-four hours later, we still had no explanation.That wasn’t even

the worst of it. When we arrived at the airport and discovered our business class seats had

been changed to coach, I went ballistic.“There’s been some mistake,” I said to the flight

attendant. “We should be in business class. I used my frequent flyer miles to book it.”“I’m sorry,

sir. But your boarding pass says coach. You need to take your seat. The captain is preparing to

taxi for takeoff. He can’t move as long as anyone is standing up.”“I need to speak with

someone. They gave me the wrong boarding pass.”I could see two seats open in business

class.“Those are supposed to be our seats,” I said, pointing at them. “The wrong boarding pass

somehow ended up on my phone. Look up our reservation. You’ll see I’m right.”“We aren’t privy

to the reservations. The gate agent handles that. I’m sorry, but you’re going to have to take your

seat.”I was prepared to make a scene if I had to.Jamie tugged on my shirt. “Let’s just go sit

down,” she said. “People are staring. We’re holding up the plane.”“I’m not sitting ten hours in

coach when our reservation was for business class!”Jamie pulled harder on my arm. I jerked it

away, roughly.“Don’t make a scene,” she whispered. “They’ll kick us off the plane.”Jamie was

right. Every flight had air marshals on them. If I protested too much, they’d have us arrested

and thrown off the plane. Starting our honeymoon in jail in the US was not a pleasant

thought.The reservation mix-up still had me fuming.“I think we should check that man out,”

Jamie said, bringing me back to the potential problem at hand. “The more I look at him, the



more I’m convinced he’s planning something.”“Like I said, we’re not on a mission,” I said

strongly. I hoped Jamie didn’t think my angst was directed at her. Neither of us had been able

to sleep on the plane. We were both squished in coach in middle seats between two people. So

much for best laid plans.The plan had been for us to sleep the entire night in beds on business

class and hit the ground running in London after some passionate love making at the hotel.

Truthfully, now I needed to crash in the bed as much as she did. The long-awaited physical

union would have to wait. One thing I knew was true. Things would go a lot better if we both got

some rest first. You only get one first time. I was determined to make it special, even if we had

to wait.That didn’t make it any easier.I almost wished suspicious guy was planning something.

I could take out all my frustrations on him. An impulse hit me to go and talk to him and see

what was in his pocket. Then I realized he could delay us getting to the hotel even longer if we

got involved. So, I decided not to confront him and put him out of my mind.Jamie clearly hadn’t.

She kept staring his way.It wouldn’t do any good for me to try and stop her. She’d only get mad

at me. Getting sucked into a mission was not on the itinerary. Neither was fighting with

Jamie.But… if I had to be in a fight, I’d choose suspicious guy over Jamie any day of the

week.***Ten minutes later“London isn’t such a safe place anymore,” Jamie said soberly.The

ride to central London was forty-five minutes and I’d pulled out my laptop. I stopped typing to

give her my attention. Jamie had the CIA report out again.“What does the report say?”

I asked.“Terrorist attacks are up 112 percent.”“That’s a lot.”“They aren’t big things. More along

the lines of knifings and acid attacks. Can you imagine that? Somebody throwing acid in your

face. London is averaging two acid attacks a day.”“I can’t. The pain must be excruciating.”“The

victims are blinded. Permanently scarred. Some die. Maybe they’re the lucky ones. The

survivors are usually in for a long recovery.”I shuddered at the thought and glanced over at

suspicious guy. There didn’t appear to be any way he could be hiding acid on his body. It could

be a knife in his pocket though.“Well… hopefully, none of that will happen while we’re here,”

I said, still eyeing the man warily.“Let’s hope not. Security is tighter. There’s a royal wedding on

Sunday. The day before we leave. It’s going to be a zoo in London. I guess we didn’t plan our

trip very well.”“It could go either way. Increased security reduces the threat, but a high value

target like a royal wedding with lots of people increases it at the same time. Anyway… not our

problem.”I leaned over and gave Jamie a kiss. “You’re sexy when you talk about knifings, and

bombings, and terrorist attacks.”Jamie gave me a faint smile and returned the kiss, but her

focus was clearly on the report. “Listen to this. Seventeen people were arrested in London two

weeks ago on sex trafficking charges. Thirty-one women, ages twenty to forty were rescued.

Three of those arrested for trafficking were women.”Jamie made a sound of disgust. She

worked in the sex trafficking division of the CIA. Her job was to go into the seedy underworld

and rescue girls. Something she was extraordinary at doing. By most metrics, she was

considered the foremost lethal female operative in the world. She could kill a man with her bare

hands in a hundred different ways.“It infuriates me that women would be involved in sex

trafficking,” she continued. “How could they do that to other women knowing what they put them

through?”“Doesn’t make any sense to me,” I said. I had to let Jamie rant, but I didn’t want her to

go too far into the abyss. If I let her, that’s all she’d talk about for hours. I knew that fact well. If

she got me started talking about Pok, I wouldn’t shut up. Pok was a cybercriminal I’d been

tracking for several months. I got close to him once and was determined to get close enough to

him again to put him out of business.“They were from Romania.”“At least they caught them,”

I responded supportively. “Sounds like the Brits are serious about combating it.”“Thirty-one girls

are a drop in the bucket. There are thousands of them in England.”“I suppose. When we get

back home, we’ll get right to work on it. We have a lot more freedom now. We can choose our



own missions.”Ironically enough, yesterday, we’d both been let go from our jobs at the CIA. Not

fired as such. Our handler, Brad, had set up a new corporation for us called AJAX. Named for

Alex and Jamie. Letters of our name. We were given full operational control. We could set up

offices, hire employees, and go on missions. Completely off the books. Funded by money we

confiscated from an Arab oligarch named Omer Asaf on a previous mission to Belarus. When

we got back, we had a lot of work to do to get operational.Jamie brought up the knife and acid

attacks again. Then she mentioned suspicious guy three or four more times before we got to

our stop. Each time, I shot her down. If I didn’t, she’d spend the entire honeymoon scanning

every place we visited for threats.Still… I kept my eye on him.2Somewhere in IranGI Man Pok

sat in front of a computer screen in a newly constructed cyber warfare lab just outside of

Zahedan, Iran, near the border of Iran and Pakistan. A huge smile dominated his face like Big

Ben in London dominated the Parliament building.London.Alex and his wife Jamie were now in

London.For the last couple days, he’d been having some fun with them. The idea came to him

when he inadvertently came across an email from Jamie to her maid of honor, Emily. Through

a secured system. Not secure enough for a man of his hacking abilities. The subject matter

was an outline of her wedding plans to Alex Halee. Every detail was listed. The florist. The

church. The minister.The date.It wasn’t hard to hack into the florist’s computer and change the

date from Tuesday to Wednesday. The limo wasn’t hard either once he found the company.

There were six of them in the area. He had to hack into three of them before he found a

reservation for Alex Halee.He didn’t even know that Alex would hire a limo. It’s just something

he’d heard Americans did. When he found the reservation and changed it, he almost doubled

over in laughter.Serves them right. Such extravagance. Didn’t they know there were starving

people in the world? Not that he cared about starving people. His bitterness was directed

toward Alex. He hated the man.Changing the reservations were as easy as a couple of

keystrokes. Child’s play. For a man of his skills. Pok was considered in some circles as the best

hacker in the world. Alex Halee believed he held that title, but Pok was out to prove him

wrong.The only regret he had was that he couldn’t see their faces when they found out about

the change in plans. What he’d done was nothing more than a teenage prank, he admitted to

himself. Still the thoughts were cracking him up, and he couldn’t stop laughing. He’d stolen

billions of dollars from financial institutions over the years, and nothing was as satisfying as

this. Ruining Alex’s wedding day. While he wouldn’t normally bother with such frivolities, he did

it to prove to himself he could.Not for payback. That would come later. Alex would have to suffer

a lot more than this before Pok would feel like he had avenged Alex fully.In fact, revenge

wouldn’t be complete until Alex was dead.His hatred for the man ran deep.When Alex had

infiltrated his cyber lab in North Korea and shut it down with a lethal virus, he’d begun to doubt

his own abilities. Maybe Alex’s claim of being the best hacker in the world was true. Pok

refused to accept it, even though he nearly lost everything. Almost his own life. Halee

embarrassed him in front of the Supreme Leader. Now, he would prove to the world that he

was the best.Alex is good. But I’m better. “I’m the best,” Pok said emphatically even though no

one was in the room to hear him. He pounded his fist on his desk.He’d kicked himself

mercilessly for months, for being so careless that Alex could actually infiltrate his lab. A mistake

he’d never make again.Hopefully, their wedding day was ruined. He’d never know, but he

allowed himself the satisfaction of pretending it was. Maybe his wife, Jamie, would even blame

Alex and start an argument. Pok’s mind was out in left field.What did they think when they got

to the airport and found out they were booted out of business class back to coach? “And they

were in middle seats!”His handiwork. Pok was laughing so hard his side hurt.Will they know it’s

me? 50-50.Maybe they will. Maybe they won’t. More than likely, they’ll be second guessing



themselves.Doesn’t matter. If his London plan worked, Alex would definitely know it’s him. He

would rain down terror on the British city unlike anything anyone has ever seen before.Right

under Alex’s nose. And Alex would get the blame.And… there’s nothing Alex Halee can do

about it. ***Pok couldn’t have carried out what he was plotting from his home country—North

Korea. His cyber lab was decimated by Alex Halee’s virus and wasn’t yet back to full capacity.

Further, it didn’t have the broadband speed, sophisticated computer systems, and access to

technology the Iranian lab had. It also didn’t have the one thing he needed most: Men and

women willing to blow themselves up. Something vital to his upcoming plan.When Pok told

Iranian leaders that Alex Halee was the one who stole the nuclear codes that Iran had paid

North Korea for, they gained a mutual enemy. Iran opened their lab and all their resources to

him. Pok now stood at the front of the lab to address their workers and present the plan which

became operational as soon as Halee arrived in London.“Salam,” Pok said, giving them the

traditional greeting of peace from a non-Muslim.“Wa Alaikum,” they responded in unison. And

the same unto you. “Thank you, my friends,” Pok began. “We’re going to make history over the

next few days. With your help, we’ll bring the west to its knees and avenge the crimes Alex

Halee has perpetrated on your great country. In front of you is our operational plan. You may

turn to it now.”He’d made sure the plan had been handed out to each participant. Pok waited

until the rustling of papers died down.“We’ll carry out this plan over five days, beginning

today.”A bank of televisions was on the wall behind Pok. More than a hundred. He turned and

looked at them.“Pull up the video feed,” Pok said to his North Korean assistant. One of a dozen

experts he brought with him from North Korea.Each television had a different real time view of

a street in London.A murmur went up among the crowd.“The city of London is the most heavily

monitored city in the world,” Pok explained. “The government has installed more than six

hundred thousand CCTV cameras around the city. Including private cameras which they have

access to. You literally can’t walk or travel to any public place in London without your image

being captured. Everything flows through one central location. I hacked into that system and

can now see everything they can see.”He paused for a moment to let that sink in. Actually, to

give them a chance to marvel at his capabilities. He’d been working on infiltrating the system

for months. A breakthrough gave him access just a few short days ago.Pok reached down and

typed a few keystrokes, changing the images to various recognizable locations.“This is the

corner of Parliament. Here is Westminster Abbey. London Bridge. The Tower of London. St.

Paul’s Cathedral. Trafalgar Square. Piccadilly.”He hit more keys.“Here’s the subway system. It’s

called the Underground. Or the Tube. There are cameras throughout. All monitored by British

authorities.”He hit another key, and the image of Alex Halee and his wife appeared.“This man is

our target. And his wife. They just arrived in London. Your job is to track their every move and

follow them around London on the system of cameras. When they leave the view of one

camera, you’ll need to quickly move to the next camera in the direction they’re headed.”The

room was staring intently at the pictures. Some leaned forward in their seats, straining for a

better view.“From the moment they got off the airplane today, we’ve been following them,” Pok

said, the bitterness rising inside of him. “Your job is to keep your eyes on them, everywhere

they go. Is that understood? It won’t be easy. They could get on buses. Take taxis. Ride the

Tube. Go inside and outside of buildings. I’m counting on you not to lose them. Can you do

that?”A chorus of agreement went up among the crowd.“Turn to page two in your handout,” Pok

said. “I’m going to turn the floor over to Adil Niazi.”Niazi was the assistant to the commander-in-

chief of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard—second in command. He would oversee the military

aspect of the operations.“As-Salamu-Alaikum,” he said with the traditional shortened Muslim

greeting. Allowed when time was short. A non-Muslim was not allowed to use it. Pok didn’t



understand all their religious rules but kept his mouth shut.“Wa alaikum assalaam,” the

Muslim’s in the room responded. And upon you be peace. Niazi began discussing the plan.

“We’ll carry out attacks each day for five straight days,” he said in Persian, the official language

of Iran.“Each day will escalate in scope and intensity. That’s by design. Thirty-five of our

brothers are in London and are prepared to launch fury on the infidels.”“Inshallah,” a chorus

resounded. God be willing.Pok looked down at his copy of the notes.Day One: Knife

attacks. Day Two: Acid attacks. Day Three: Suicide vest bombings. Day Four: Car

bombings. Day Five: Dirty bomb. Launched at the royal wedding. Niazi explained each day’s

attacks even though they were self-explanatory. When he was finished, Pok was called back to

the front to explain the coordination of the attacks and what they had to do with following Alex

Halee.“These attacks won’t be random. They’ll be launched in the proximity of Halee. That’s

why we’re tracking him. Once we have eyes on him, Commander Niazi will move his men into

position. Upon his command, they’ll launch their attacks on targets near Halee.”Niazi had

questioned the plan. Why wasn’t Halee the target? Niazi wanted to kill Halee at the first

opportunity. Halee couldn’t be killed in the attacks. Pok had his reasons which he wasn’t ready

to divulge. It had to appear that Halee happened upon them. Eventually, he might make the

connection that the attacks weren’t random but not until it was too late.Pok had considered

messing with Halee’s hotel reservation and cancelling it altogether. He had resisted the

temptation. This way he’d know where Alex was at least twice a day. When he left in the

morning and when he came back in the evening. They would always have a starting point.

Then they could follow him all day, springing attacks along the way. If they did lose him, the

camera system had a face recognition program. If someone was on camera, they had a way of

finding them.Pok marveled at the technology. Also, at his own skills. Alex might suspect Pok

was behind the attacks, but he wouldn’t know for sure. He had no way of knowing Pok had

hacked into the camera system until later, when Alex hopefully figured it out.“Halee is on the

Tube from the airport to his hotel with his wife as we speak. They boarded the subway to

central London about fifteen minutes ago and will get off at the Piccadilly stop. Commander

Niazi has a man on that subway car. When they exit in central London, his man will launch a

knife attack on a target in close proximity to Halee. Commander Niazi will coordinate

subsequent attacks. Your only job is to not lose Halee. Can you do that?”A resounding yes

went up in the room.Pok put another picture on the screen. The subway platform at Piccadilly

station.“You’ll want to keep your eyes peeled to this screen. In less than thirty minutes, all hell

is going to break loose.”3Piccadilly StationThe brakes of the subway car screeched to a halt at

our stop. By that point, I’d decided that suspicious guy might be a threat, but my mind was

focused now on finding our hotel. We’d exit the subway car, go to the top of the stairs, and

make the three-block walk to our hotel. To the right at the top of the stairs if I had my bearings

right.Once there, we could check in and get some much-needed rest. If all went well, we’d

wake up, make love, take a shower, and begin our sight-seeing. Jamie wanted to be awake in

time for three o’clock tea. She insisted that we had to have British tea at midafternoon on our

first day. That meant we needed to wake up by one-thirty or two. That would give us a good

three or four hours of sleep and enough time to carry out my plans. Not ideal, but we were on

vacation. A good sleep would come later. We’d be back to the hotel early enough tonight to get

a full night’s sleep.I was sitting on the aisle seat out of habit. For quick maneuverability. Just

because I was on my honeymoon, didn’t mean I could easily ignore all my operational training.

Jamie was on the inside seat, so I could protect her if necessary. Truth be known, she could

protect me as much as I could her. Still, it made me feel more like the man of the relationship.

Her knight in shining armor, so to speak, which was a very British thought to have.As soon as



the car stopped, I stood and immediately walked to the door to get there before everyone else.

Not to get off first, but to let the suspicious guy see me. He was hanging back which was fishy

to me. I was tall and an imposing figure. Intimidating to most people. Standing at the door, he

wouldn’t act with me there. I could also control the order in which people exited.I didn’t want

him exiting after me. No way was I going to let him get behind me. Keeping him in front would

allow me to act if he indeed were planning something. While I repeatedly told Jamie to ignore

her suspicions, my threat radar was on full alert. I could tell she was still on edge as well.The

older American couple exited first. Suspicious guy motioned for me to go ahead of him. Our

eyes met. I could see the hatred in his eyes. Even if he wasn’t planning anything now, he was

capable of it. I knew that look. His right hand was still firmly planted in his jacket pocket. He

motioned again with his left hand for me to exit the car.Not going to happen. “I’m waiting on my

wife,” I said sternly. I think that was the first time I’d said that. Called Jamie my wife. My heart

warmed as I looked at her.I motioned for the mother and young boy to go in front of us. Jamie

was behind them. She had the same thought as me. Keep the threat in front of us.The mother

thanked me. She seemed nervous as well. Probably because she was on a subway traveling

with a small child.Once she cleared the step off, I motioned for suspicious guy to go. He

hesitated. Then went. I followed right behind him. In front of Jamie, so she exited after me. Not

in an unchivalrous manner, but so I would be her first line of defense. If the man were planning

an attack on us, he’d have to go through me to get to Jamie.The thought occurred to me that

I was being extremely paranoid. More so than Jamie had been. But… Curly drilled in us that we

could never be too careful.The platform was packed with people coming and going. A throng of

people were gathered a few steps back from the door, waiting for us to exit so they could

board. The sign for the stairway was to our right. We had about a thirty-yard walk to get to it.

I noticed several security cameras in various locations. That made me feel better. Suspicious

guy wouldn’t do anything with all those cameras around.Mother and small child were ahead of

us. The man was behind them. We were right behind him. Nothing out of the ordinary was

happening. A good configuration from a mission control standpoint. I let out a breath I didn’t

realize I’d been holding.Jamie must’ve been starting to relax as well because she said, “Do we

go to the right or left at the top of the stairs to get to our hotel?”Before I could answer, the man

sped up around the mother and child. The move startled me. I didn’t like sudden movement.

Then I saw it as a good thing.Get away from us. Once suspicious guy was a few steps ahead

of the mother and child, he suddenly turned and shouted something in Arabic. Now he was

facing toward us. The woman stopped walking. We all stopped so fast, I almost bumped into

her.I saw a silver flash.A knife!My reaction was instinctive. Quick. Immediate. Curly would’ve

been proud of me.Except… the angle was wrong. The woman was between me and the

attacker.The knife was already speeding toward the woman. She was holding her child’s hand

with her right hand. She put her left arm up in the air and cowered back as she saw what I was

seeing. The attacker plunged the knife into the side of her opened and vulnerable chest. Just

under her raised arm. Near her heart.She fell backwards into me.I either had to sidestep her

and deal with the threat and push her off of me or catch her.One of my hands was carrying my

laptop. I reached out with my left hand to steady her. My hand stopped her momentum as she

slumped to the ground.The attacker was only a few steps away from me, but it was far enough

away that I couldn’t reach him. He was still facing us, almost frozen in place. Our eyes met for a

second time. He gave me a steely stare of satisfaction. Like it was for my benefit. The bloody

blade was still in his right hand.I looked over at Jamie. Her angle was even worse to act. She

was behind the young boy, who’d been dragged down to the ground with his mother who still

clutched his hand. Jamie reached out and blunted his fall.I was torn. Should I tend to the



mother or go after the attacker.Blood was already gurgling from her mouth. I knew that

sound.Not good.The attacker started running for the exit. That motivated me to move. I was on

one knee. I gently laid the mother all the way to the ground and stood. He had a head start and

was already on the stairs. I bolted after him. Made more difficult by the throng of people who

were coming down the stairs and the ones exiting up the stairs.When I reached the top of the

stairway, I looked in each direction. The attacker was running. A block or so ahead to the left.

He disappeared into an alley. I wasn’t prepared to chase him. I didn’t even think to do any

preplanned reconnaissance. Normally, I would memorize the layouts of the streets.Why would

that be necessary on my honeymoon? At this point, chasing him would be a waste of time and

energy. I went back to see about Jamie and the woman.Jamie was sitting on the platform. The

woman’s head laying in her lap. She was stroking the woman’s hair with one hand. Jamie’s

hand and clothes were soaked in blood. The little boy sat next to his mother crying. Jamie had

one arm around him, trying to console him. A crowd had gathered around them. A couple of

people were on the phone, presumably to call the authorities.I knelt next to the mother. Her

eyes were fixed straight ahead on the ceiling. A blank stare of unbelief enveloped her

face.Then she coughed. More blood trickled from her mouth.She closed her eyes and quit

breathing.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining reading. I didn't know that this book was a "Christian book".

There were some quotes from the Scriptures and praying during the difficult times. And both of

the protagonist were virgins when they got married.This is just some information that I think

you need to know, because we don't need curse language, hyper sex and extreme violence to

have an engaging book.The book is about a CIA couple that during their honeymoon were

forced to get involve in a mission to prevent a terrorist attack against the Queen and London

during a royal wedding.”

BeckyMc, “Loved this book!. This book was so good ! It has romance, suspense, humor and

great characters.  I really enjoyed reading it and I strongly recommend it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great action and thrill. This book was hard to put down. It was full of

action with some great romance. I'm appalled at the horror of terrorists but I'm so glad brave

people bare willing to fight terrorists as this book shows from a fictional view.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful book. Truly glad I had a chance to read it.kept me on the edge

of my seat the way through.  Bravo Terry Toler”
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Sherry A. Cook, “Can't beat the Jamie series. Full of action and awesome in every way.

Couldn't ask for more in a book. And I can't think of anything else to say”

Bonnie, “What an amazing story!. Fast paced and intriguing events! Great characters and plot!

I have enjoyed all of this series!Looking forward to reading more!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another great one - I’m hooked. This series is really good. I highly

recommend the series and this book was so good. Another great plot, plenty of surprises and

of course, a wonderful ending!”

Godisgreat!!!, “Great read. Makes me want to go save the world with these characters”

Vaughn, “Well written taut drama. The action never stops. The book focuses on two CIA agents

who are on their honeymoon in London, England versus a North Korean hacker backed by

Iranian terroristsThe plot is to commit acts of terror while the CIA husband is in the vicinity.

Naturally, Scotland Yard gets involved after the second attack linking the husband to the attack.

Can't go much further without giving the plot away. But I can say that the Queen wasn't

assassinated”

The book by Terry Toler has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 153 people have provided feedback.
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